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Across

1 Thrashes about amid 
engine parts (6)

4 Friendly minister 
seeking to confirm his 
identity? (8)

10 Risible party's 
expelling activists' 
leader in favour of 
returning soldiers and 
policemen (9)

11 Left fortune back on 
a small island (5)

12 Drink's self-
promotion (4)

13 Those who help the 
deaf include every one 
of the Army's electronic 
warfare people (10)

15 Very early on, one 
runs over horse to the 
east (4,3)

16 Country where water 
turned to wine with 
Russian agreement (6)

19 Musician half-stops 
naval vessel (6)

21 Sunken southern 
England in exercise on 
river (4-3)

23 Sneer about nasty 
seaside town (10)

25 Aerial explosion 
causing river to flow 
backwards (4)

27 Characteristic 
pictures reflected sex 
(5)

28 Short cruel man 
returning to refugee 
centre fast becomes 
disruptive (9)

29 Elite Nazi soldiers 
pursue catholic 
ambassador, kings, and 
queens (8)

30 Reef inhabitants are 
unbelievably sloppy (6)

Down

1 Pass Thurman going 
both ways inside 24 20 
(8)

2 An overdue 28 24 20 
(9)

3 Millions kill Jerries? 
(4)

5 One about to follow 
mother and child in a 
sort of order (7)

6 24 20 will check 
everything green out 
(10)

7 Man could be skint, 
on the other hand (5)

8 Sign up fifth-rate 
celebrities, including 
one who came last in 
marathon (6)

9 Stone ducks drunk 
begins eating (6)

14 Oscar-winning 
actress's hat takes by 
storm (5,5)

17 Dancing extremely 
24 20 (9)

18 Are those against 
following officer on the 
way up to 24 20? (8)

20 Commuter transport 
close to leaving early 
initially (7)

21 Gravy from cafes 
(American rather than 
English) (6)

22 Pussy cat's head has 
three points, one on top 
(6)

24 Odds on a church 
having room (5)

26 It's a game, picking 
up money for the toilet 
(4)


